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Python in Practice: Create Better Programs Using Concurrency, Libraries, and Patterns (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2013

	Winner of the 2014 Jolt Award for "Best Book"


	 


	“Whether you are an experienced programmer or are starting your career, Python in Practice is full of valuable advice and example to help you improve your craft by thinking about...
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Saving the Corporate Board: Why Boards Fail and How to Fix ThemJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Ward reveals ten specific failings that are built into our boardroom model and provides real-world fixes to get boards back on track. Ward mixes tart, insightful analogies (what do boards have in common with volunteer fire departments, the U.S. electoral college . . . and Howard Hughes?) with proven nuts-and-bolts advice for putting any board back...
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The Leica M Photographer: Photographing with Leica's Legendary Rangefinder CamerasRocky Nook, 2015

	What it is and what it isn't.

	

	This not a camera manual for the Leica M, nor is it a book that will teach you photography. Nevertheless, in Bertram Solcher's book you will learn a whole lot about your camera and how to use it, and about the art and craft of photography. This book contains a collection of illustrated...
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Solr 1.4 Enterprise Search ServerPackt Publishing, 2009
If you are a developer building a high-traffic web site, you need to have a terrific search engine. Sites like Netflix.com and Zappos.com employ Solr, an open source enterprise search server, which uses and extends the Lucene search library. This is the first book in the market on Solr and it will show you how to optimize your web site for high...
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Professional Workflow in SharePoint 2010: Real World Business Workflow SolutionsWrox Press, 2011


	SharePoint workfl ow comes in many shapes and fl avors, yet to the average SharePoint user it

	is a master magician’s art learned through a formidable journey. Why is it that one of the most

	important aspects of SharePoint is also one of the hardest to comprehend and learn? SharePoint

	default workfl ows, SharePoint Designer...
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Modern Recording Techniques (Audio Engineering Society Presents)Focal Press, 2013

	Master the tools and day-to-day practices of music recording and production. Learn the ins and outs of room acoustics and designing a studio. Gain techniques for mic placement and running a session. Get a solid grounding in both theory and industry practice. Modern Recording Techniques, the bestselling, authoritative guide to...
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DSLR Cinema: Crafting the Film Look with VideoFocal Press, 2010

	Video-capable DSLR cameras give filmmakers a quality previously impossible without high-end cinema cameras. Exploring the cinematic quality and features offered by hybrid DSLRs, this book empowers the filmmaker to craft visually stunning images inexpensively.


	Learn to think more like a cinematographer than a videographer, whether...
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Great Jobs for Engineering Majors (Great Jobs Series)McGraw-Hill, 2008
Engineer a bright future for yourself!
  You've worked hard for that engineering degree. Now what? Sometimes the choice of careers can seem endless; the most difficult part of a job search is narrowing down your options.

Great Jobs for Engineering Majors will help you choose the right career out of the myriad...
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Managed Code Rootkits: Hooking into Runtime EnvironmentsSyngress Publishing, 2010

	We live in a world in which we can’t trust our computers. For example, how can we
	know for sure that our hardware manufacturer did not hide malicious code in the
	system’s microchip? Or that our freshly installed operating system does not contain
	backdoors created by a rogue developer from the OS development team?

...
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Inside Windows Debugging: A Practical Guide to Debugging and Tracing Strategies in WindowsMicrosoft Press, 2012

	
	
		One exciting aspect of software programming is that there are usually many ways
	
		to accomplish the same goal. Unfortunately, this also presents software engineers
	
		with unique challenges when trying to make the best design or implementation choice
	
		for each situation. Experience plays a major role, and the learning...
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Maintaining and Troubleshooting Your 3D PrinterApress, 2014

	Maintaining and Troubleshooting Your 3D Printer by Charles Bell is your guide to keeping your 3D printer running through preventive maintenance, repair, and diagnosing and solving problems in 3D printing. If you’ve bought or built a 3D printer such as a MakerBot only to be confounded by jagged edges, corner lift, top layers...
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Arduino Projects For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Discover all the amazing things you can do with Arduino


	Arduino is a programmable circuit board that is being used by everyone from scientists, programmers, and hardware hackers to artists, designers, hobbyists, and engineers in order to add interactivity to objects and projects and experiment with programming and...
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